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Up on Up on mymy mountain, she’ll play by  mountain, she’ll play by mymy rules. My obsession. My Temptation. rules. My obsession. My Temptation.
My My CaptiveCaptive..

When I left life as a hitman for the Russian mob years ago, I never wanted to look back. I took the millions I’d made

doing their dirty work and built my retreat up on Blackthorn Mountain, away from everything.

But a flash wildfire brings her to my front door, and from the moment I lay eyes on her, I know one thing: she’ll be

mine.

Gorgeous, sassy, innocent, untouched...and my prisoner. No one can know I’m here, so she stays. I’m keeping her.

Life as a contract killer and now as a rough mountain man has turned my heart cold. I should keep a sweet girl like her

away from me. But once I put my hands on her tempting curves and once I taste those sweet, innocent lips, I want

nothing else than to keep her as close as possible.

I’ve saved her from the fire, but if we aren’t careful, we’ll both get burned.

Because my past isn’t done with me. The mob I walked away from years before thinks they can use Chloe to get to
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me, but they’re dead f-ing wrong.

Up here, I’m king, she’s my mountain queen, and I’ll storm heaven and hell to keep her safe.

Chloe’s got a fight in her, but once I lay my hands on her, I’m never letting her go.

Just so we’re clear, this book is Just so we’re clear, this book is completelycompletely out of control, and reality has left the building. If you’re looking for out of control, and reality has left the building. If you’re looking for

realism, this ain’t it. realism, this ain’t it. ButBut, if you’ve got a hankering for a growly-alpha-caveman hero that will stop at , if you’ve got a hankering for a growly-alpha-caveman hero that will stop at nothingnothing to to

claim what’s his, then you’re probably going to devour this book ;). Safe, no cheating, and HEA guaranteed.claim what’s his, then you’re probably going to devour this book ;). Safe, no cheating, and HEA guaranteed.

For a limited time, this new release edition contains additional content for further reader enjoyment, as a thank you
for your support. Though the page-count below may show differently, this is a novella-length book of approx. 25k
words.
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